
Creating a Dragon 
Working with clay to create a dragon sculpture. 


How does collaboration influence the flow and progression of the 
work observed?  

Two different groups of children on two separate days were offered the same 
opportunity to engage in a “dragon making” experience using clay in our 
studio. Both groups were encouraged to create a dragon by working together.  

Provocation: 

On both days, children were offered the same provocation which included an 
intentional shared working space to promote collaboration as well as two 
familiar images of dragons for inspiration. Both groups also had equal 
accessibility to a large amount of shared clay.   



Introduction:  
To begin this process, both groups were asked to communicate their ideas 
about what they thought would need to be included in the creation of the 

sculpture.  
Throughout the process, children were encouraged to reflect on their work and 

identify “missing” parts of the dragon throughout.  

Identifying Parts of the Dragon            Identifying Parts of the Dragon 
  Group 1         Group 2  

Fire. The mouth. - Finlay 	 	 	 	 But it zig zags - Hugh 

	 	 	 	 	 	 (referring to the dragon body)

A tail. - Daniel 		 	 	 	 A face. - Hugh

A tail. - Jade 	 	 	 	 	 A tail. - Remy 


The tails on the back. I’m making the tail first * We have to connect it. If we don’t	 

Of the dragon. I’m making a crocodile    	 	 	 want to make a curvy body we don’t 
tail. - Daniel 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 have to. We just have to connect all 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	  our body pieces together - Hugh


Do you know the fire’s in the belly? - Daniel 

(noticing “fire” in the belly area of photo)		 	 


The scales. - Finlay

Hmm. Foot? - Finlay

And a body. - Jade 

We are forgetting the eyes. - Jade 


Do dragons have wings? - Daniel 

Yeah - Finlay

Dragons don’t have them! - Daniel 

(Looking at the photos of dragon at the table)


Horns! Two. Two on the nose. - Finlay 


* Shortly after beginning their work, 
Hugh initiates the idea that his group 
will have to work together in order to 
successfully create their dragon. He 
uses vocabulary to indicate a group 

effort as well as the ability to 
compromise to include the ideas of 

others.  



Technique and Approach: 

1. Flat “base” 

Both groups began working by using a similar approach to the material.  
Group 1 (left) began flattening their own individual pieces of clay to work with 

using their bodies to shape the clay (pounding, pushing, squishing). 
  

Group 2 (right) also began creating bases, but used rolling pins to flatten them.  

Remy immediately got a rolling pin from the shelf to flatten her clay and also 
took it upon herself to get one for Hugh. Both children observed each other 

flatten their pieces.  

 Hey! Yours is like mine now! - Remy (to Hugh) 



Group 1


2. Pinching + Addition 


Work continues, but primarily on individual projects. 
Children add to their individual dragon work by 

pinching off small pieces of clay from larger blocks 
which are then added to the base as growing details 

of their dragons. 








(Top)

Scales. Him gonna have spikes. - Finlay 


(Bottom)

I’m trying to make this to stand up. I’m sticking some 
things to stand it up.  
Now this will stand up. (flips piece over so that flat 
base in on top)

That makes them stand up. (additional pieces 
underneath flat piece) - Daniel 


Group 2


2. Intentional Connecting  








We just have to connect all our body pieces together.- Hugh


Sam: How do we make them connect?


I know! We have to roll it. - Remy 

This is gonna be a tail. - Remy 


Sam, I’m interested that you could make the body too. - Hugh

Sam: How can I contribute?


You just need to make a big piece like this! - Hugh 

(showing Sam his flat slab)


Sam: Alright I have my flat piece. How should I connect it?

You have to put it on top. - Hugh 


(Hugh and Remy begin using hands to smush pieces together) 


We made a long body! - Hugh

Connect it over here maybe. - Hugh 


(suggesting where Remy should add her “tail” to the body)

  

Remy begins to use a rolling pin to connect her clay piece to 
Hugh and Sam’s connected work.




Group 1

3. Merging / Shared Workspace


As Jade and Finlay continued to work in close proximity, their techniques and processes continued to 
mirror one another. Eventually, their work merged into one project. While they did not verbally commit to 

working together, their collaboration was observed through physical actions. 








I’m making this so the dragon doesn’t jump over. It's the house. It’s a daddy dragon.  
And I see a fence around the daddy dragon. - Jade

 

And Finlay did that with me. - Jade 


This is a daddy dragon and these are the two eyes and this is the fence around the daddy dragon.  
- Jade 




Group 2

3. Texture and Final Details


After verbally communicating their intention to collaborate on one dragon, Hugh and Remy continued to 
observe and mirror each others techniques as they neared the end of their work. Both children agreed on 

the addition of texture to the body and tail of the dragon and experimented with different tools to create the 
desired texture. 


“Bumps” for the body and “Fuzzy” for the tail. 

  









